1) English Proficiency Test Exemptions

Please review in Box the document *Index of Languages*, submitted by Shawn Bascom, Associate Director of Admissions and International Services. Shawn has checked the countries given on his proposal against this list, which states English as the official language of instruction in each case. Shawn will attend our meeting to answer any questions as we consider again his proposal: to waive the requirement to complete an English proficiency test for students who come to the U.S. from one of the countries on the list. (action item)

2) Dual Degrees

In our last meeting we discussed data from Institutional Research on dual degrees across campus and considered tentative new language on this issue. Please review in Box this new suggested language on dual Bachelor’s degrees; if passed, it will replace the existing language given under the first paragraph of “Second Bachelor’s Degree” in the “Degrees and Requirements” section of the undergraduate catalog. Associate degrees will not be affected. (action item)

3) Certificates

a) Website update from Curt Whitaker. A filter has been added to the website we viewed last time; the site will now come up as the first item in the Google search “Idaho State University Certificates.”

Adjournment: